Homework Assignment 24

Assigned Tuesday March 23; due Friday April 2, 2PM, at SS 1071

**Required reading.** All of Spivak’s Chapters 23 and 24.

**To be handed in.** From Spivak Chapter 24: 2 (odd parts), 5 (odd parts), 17, 23.

**Recommended for extra practice.** From Spivak Chapter 24: 2 (even parts), 5 (even parts), 12, 15, 22, 24.

**Unrelated message.** (by Leo Trottier, leo.trottier@utoronto.ca) “Math tutor wanted for strong high school student(s) looking to prepare for first-year Analysis (MAT157) over the summer holidays. Those interested should email bensonlinis@rogers.com.”